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Toyota Corolla

Introduction

Even more of a good thing
Take a close look. The Toyota Corolla has evolved.
Externally, internally as well as under the bonnet, it
has developed into an even more exciting experience
with refinements and enhancements that make 
Corolla more desirable, more satisfying - in fact, a car
to be even more proud of.

Take delight in the styling refinements that give Corolla a
more dynamic appeal and stronger presence on the road,
while appreciating the re-designed interior with its fresh,
contemporary trim and quality feel. Notice, too, the safety
enhancements, such as a curtain airbag on all models, and
sense the overall aura of superior quality.

Above all, take pleasure in the choice of an extra engine, 
a new, highly efficient diesel power unit that comes with 
the innovative option of Toyota’s revolutionary Multi-mode
Manual Transmission - a Toyota first. And, thanks to new
sound-insulation and damping enhancements, enjoy an even
smoother, quieter ride.

Corolla - an altogether new driving experience.
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Airbags

All Corollas feature driver, front

passenger, side and curtain airbags 

as well as an airbag cut-off switch 

as standard.

Sports Dials with Red Illumination

Unique to Corolla T Sport, white dials 

with red illumination match the red

accented trim and add a sporty and 

stylish touch.

Blue accented trim

Show your individuality with eye-catching

blue-keyed interior trim, standard on the 

T3 model.



Toyota Corolla

Design & Quality

Superior quality makes the difference
Corolla embodies all the values and attributes that Toyota

customers expect - innovation, quality, outstanding design

and sheer driving pleasure.

All these qualities are evident across the entire Corolla range -

three-, four-, five-door and estate models with a choice of seven

responsive petrol and diesel engines. And within four grade

specifications - the well-equipped T2 model, the enhanced T3, 

the luxury T Spirit, and the exciting T Sport.

Corolla’s dynamic new looks are matched by the attention to detail

in the new superior quality interior - the carbon look of the T3, the 

ultra-modern trim of the T Spirit and the exciting red accent and carbon

finish of the T Sport.

As always with Toyota, safety is paramount. Which is why, in addition to

new curtain airbags across the range, complementing the front and side

airbags for front-seat occupants, there’s a seatbelt warning buzzer and

light indicator. What’s more, there’s a standard airbag cut-off switch for

parents who use a front-seat, rear-facing child safety seat.

At Toyota, we try to think of everything.
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Driving Pleasure

More driving pleasure 
Corolla makes driving even more enjoyable thanks to 

a range of refinements that deliver more comfort, more

flexibility and more satisfaction.

Every model is fitted with a tilt and telescopic steering column for

maximum comfort, while thicker sound-insulation material in the roof,

plus new lining elsewhere, makes every journey a quiet, enjoyable

experience. Diesel engine models also benefit from special damping

materials, acoustic windscreen glass and extra thick floor carpet lining.

The new engine - a 1.4 litre D-4D powertrain - delivers 90ps for a lively

performance, combined with excellent fuel economy and low emissions

(it conforms to the latest Euro Step IV emissions regulations). What’s

more, it’s offered with the option of Toyota’s innovative Multi-mode

Manual Transmission (MMT), a five-speed gearbox that allows the driver

to choose between sequential manual and automatic modes, thereby

combining the direct feel of a manual with the convenience of 

an automatic.

Together with improved handling and gearshifting, plus enhanced

steering on the T Sport, Corolla takes driver satisfaction to new levels. 
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